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You are a young woman working at a café one fateful day when your sister, in a fit of rage, slammed the door on your face. Now you must pay a visit to the abandoned family mansion and look for clues and important memories to piece together the truth about your sister’s disappearance in Grim Tales: The Bride, a collection of ten Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure
games! Can you solve the mystery of your sister’s disappearance in the ten thrilling hidden object games? "Few sisters can match this recipe for awkwardness" - The Guardian Grim Tales: The Bride is a compilation of 10 Hidden Object Puzzle Adventures. "The dark tone and macabre atmosphere...makes this game more than just a collection of mini-adventures" -
Kotaku "The characters, effects and puzzles are... fine" - Edge About Grim Tales: The Bride takes place in an abandoned mansion, where a young woman named Claire goes to sort out the mess left behind in her family's wake. The first puzzle involves Claire's missing sister Audrey, who seems to have vanished without a trace. Grim Tales: The Bride - solve the
mystery of the missing bride! The Lost Bride - Claire must search her sister’s memories to find the truth about her disappearance. The Bride's wedding - explore the dishevelled house and receive lots of hints in your journey to find the wedding dress! The Bride's last night - return to the dishevelled mansion to find important clues about Audrey and Claire’s marriage.
The Bride's disappearing guest - find out who actually left that mysterious ‘to-do list’ hidden away in Audrey's diary. The Bride's mysterious guest - solve the mystery of Claire's missing wedding dress, if you can decipher the puzzle first… The Bride's anagram secrets - solve the puzzle to Audrey’s diary in order to figure out the ‘to-do list’ and find the secret codes
hidden within! The Bride's seal - try to find the hidden code in order to break the seal in Audrey’s diary, revealing a life-changing secret! The Bride's secret room - solve the puzzle of the distorted pictures in Audrey's secret diary, and figure out what the disembodied voice was trying to tell you!
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Features Key:

An all-new story to face off against bizarre, decaying creatures pulled from the mind of horror mastermind Stephen King.
A personal story that gives the player a glimpse into the life of the Bride.
The all-new Lost in Reality mode, featuring a mystery tower that will test any player’s wits as they try to understand and solve them. This second story mode also has a scavenger hunt-inspired mode, the Lost in Reality Pack, which will get players hunting for Hidden Objects.
A new return to central-casting version of the game’s protagonists from Part 1.
Brand-new character story, tracking down the Bride along a winding adventure.
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Introducing HiddenObject PuzzleAdventure games with a new twist; some objects can be interacted with, allowing new ways to complete the puzzles. Play the Game Boy Advance version to experience this unique gameplay! Game Features: Explore your sister’s memories of the past to find out what happened to her in this thrilling Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure
game. Discover some of the best gameplay innovations in the history of the genre. Make decisions that could change the story as you play. Discover the main characters of Grim Tales: The Bride in an unpredictable story. Go through hidden objects scenes using a unique gameplay that makes this title different from all others. Challenge yourself in the additional
Game Boy Advance puzzles! You can read more about our lessons on our blog: ►Want more of these tips? Check out our blog: Join us on Facebook! ORIGINAL Gameplay Collectible CardGame - The Game - FollowToby's Song - CreoMio Click here to subscribe to my channel: PLEASE NOTE: All of my videos are made for fun & education purposes. My videos are not
intended to slander or defame a person or company. All of my videos contain highlighted keywords so that you can find the information more easily. You are more than welcome to correct anything you believe is inaccurate. Paxamus Music is nothing without YOU! Enjoy my music? Consider becoming a Patreon supporter. This is how you can support me: Patreon: You
can also donate on PayPal: If you love my music then share it with your friends and family. I LOVE MY SUBSCRIBERS! You can also find me on these social networks: FaceBook: Twitter: Instagram: d41b202975
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Amidst the mystery of a girl who disappears during a seemingly normal wedding is actually a story with secrets that have spanned centuries. In Grim Tales: The Bride you will be given the task of solving the mysterious disappearance of someone you care about: your sister, Hayley. The game's story has a bittersweet ending, which leads to two possible outcomes.In
the first, Hayley was able to escape the night before the wedding, but was forced to leave behind her mother's secret. In the second, Hayley wasn't able to escape, and was told of her mothers secret by the housekeeper. As you search for Hayley in the mansion's tunnels, there may be some disturbing images you won't be able to forget. You'll hear some sound
effects that were recorded in the house where the mystery happened, and you'll learn some information about the family by searching Hayley's old room. There will be things you know are fake, so you're also searching for clues about what happened. How will you decode the keys and letters that you find in the game? Can you solve the mystery in time?Grim Tales:
The Bride Collector's Edition includes:Bonus gameplayLike all puzzlers, Grim Tales: The Bride is filled with hidden object scenes! There are items to find and places to look, as you puzzle your way to the heart of the mystery. There are over 200 items to find in the game.You will need to make use of the mansion's many rooms and tunnels to solve the mystery. There
are puzzles to solve in the sisters old room, as well as in the large mansion. In addition, you will also be solving puzzles outside the mansion as well, in the town of Preneas Haven.In order to solve the mystery of what happened to Hayley you must search for clues in the secret rooms and tunnels of the mansion. Use your puzzle solving skills to progress through this
Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game. As a young girl, you find out your parents were murdered and now you are on the run! That is your first clue. Travel back in time to give yourself away before the police can find you. The next day you'll be in a girls apartment. Your memories are all mixed up but still you remember going to the airport. Your best friend is there
and she is your only clue. It's up to you to discover the truth behind these events to make your life a little less complicated. Meet Serenity, a troubled teen with an unfortunate past. Her mother
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What's new in Grim Tales: The Bride Collector's Edition:

Grim Tales The Bride Collector's Edition Grim Tales by Ben Field at Dreamcast Game Studios We had such a hit with our previous Gameboy game that we wanted to investigate the possibilities of creating some more horror titles for
the Dreamcast. The experience we'd gained so far had been great, and now with the amazing audio potential of CD-ROM's and our collection of horror-themed images we were determined to deliver the best game we could! The
theme that linked everything together was "the Bride", as chosen by our designer, Ken (pictured above). The timing was perfect too; Halloween was just around the corner and dreaming up horror games at this time of year brings a
smile to your face, even if you're working 3am - 5am! Operation Dread, out on the street Steve Whitefire First up was Operation Dread, which later became The Last Soldier: Hand of Vengeance. These two games were one of our first
titles; we went straight into development after we'd finished generating ideas for Grim Tales, and Steve Whitefire was involved from the beginning. He'd joined at the same time as Ken, and once they'd delivered Grim Tales we found
out why! Dreamwave Productions Steve Whitefire Steve Whitefire has worked on many games before Nightmare on Main Street too, working on the Dreamwave Productions game He Ain't Heavy, which brought us a Dreamcast,
games for PC, PS1, 2, 3 and 3.5, as well as the well-received '40s Demons in Da Club and The Darkness. He's also the writer for Rolan Of The Burning Eye, which takes place in the US, and they're working on making a number of
sequels to their award-winning game. His Dreamcan graphic novels are hugely popular too. Aside from those awesome games, he also works on a lot of FPS games, and is a regular contributor on GameSpot and websites like the
Humble Bundle, where you can download his graphic novel "Tim The Dream Bender, Gunrunning" for free if you pay over $10 in the store. Steve is one of the nicest people around, and thanks to him we've played and enjoyed many a
wonderful game. We very much hope you enjoy The Bride Collector's Edition, and if you have any questions about Steve or Shadowkeep, have a look at our previous discussion or email him at steve.whitefire@hotmail.com
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 The first and foremost step is to download the game from the link above.
 Run the setup package and follow the on-screen instructions.
 Once installation is complete, please open the game directory, then copy and paste the contents of the Crack folder into the game directory as shown in the image below.
 Finally, run the game from the main menu.
 You may be prompted to install a graphics driver. Please ensure that you have installed the recommended (and latest) graphics driver for your operating system.
 Enjoy!
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System Requirements:

Game Size: 400 MB Developed by: Chunsoft Genre: Sports, Simulation, Management, Strategy, Strategy, Sports, Sport, Party Release Date: 06th, 2017 Game Version: English (PS4) / Japanese (PS4) / 2.1.0 Disc: DVD Publisher: NIS America ESRB Rating: Teen (Everyone 10 and above) / Mature (Males 13 and above) / PEGI 18 (European Version) / PEGI 15
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